Games catalogue

Who we are ?
Ezugi is a next-generation live dealer casino platform, providing cutting edge gaming, retention
and distribution solutions to online operators, land-based casinos, and betting shops. 


Founded in 2012 and part of the Evolution Group since 2018, the company creates the most
modern and engaging environment for its users, and provides customers with flawless, innovative
products and solutions. 


Our unique expertise lies in regions such as Latin America, South Africa, India, selected EU
markets. We proudly offer smart and localised live-casino content specific to each region and
market, always keeping our partners and players in mind. Our games portfolio consists of worldclassic products, tailormade game formats and native speaking dealers.


Additionally, Ezugi specializes in Retail environment, providing players the opportunity to play
lottery-style games in a live betting shop surroundings, an alternative to betting on their computers
or phones. Our betting shop offer consists of cashier interface, TV screen displays and
administration system.

Our Global studios
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Roulette
LIVE

Roulette is one of the world’s best-known and most attractive
classic casino games. 

Easy game play, a large variety of betting options and a gaming
experience that’s full of thrill and excitement!

Roulette consists of various Inside and Outside bets, each with
different payouts. Available on all devices, Ezugi Roulette
provides a real live-gaming experience, with superb user
interface and live betting statistics.



LIVE

Ezugi provides different types of European Roulette variations,
such as Speed Roulette, Italian Roulette and Diamond Roulette.
Additionally, the offer also consists of various Auto Roulettes –
European and American. And to complete the package – Ezugi
streams also OTT Roulette, where players can indulge
themselves into a real casino environment.



LIVE

LIVE

We offer different language speaking dealers, in order to make
our players feel right at home.
24/7 availability
Available on all devices
Live betting statistics available

Live-dealer, Auto Roulette, RNG
and OTT options
Different language speaking
dealers
A large variety of betting options

LIVE
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Available in:

Blackjack
Blackjack is a real classic - one of the most widely played
casino games in the world!


Our numerous Blackjack table variants satisfy the needs of
every player. Ezugi offers a great choice of standard seven seat
Blackjack, that come in different spoken languages.


Besides standard Blackjack tables, we also offer variations of
Unlimited Blackjack and Blackjack Surrender for a more unique
playing experience. And for the high wagers, we bring the
exciting opportunity to join one of our VIP Blackjack tables.



LIVE

24/7 availability

Available on all devices

Popular in all markets

LIVE

To tailor every players needs, we stream our Blackjack tables
from studios worldwide, many of which provide a unique and
authentic Latino experience, as well as native speaking
dealers.
Different language speaking tables
Exciting playing experience

Includes exciting “Perfect pair”
and “21+3” side bets

02

Available in:

Blackjack Salon Privé
LIVE

Experience the luxury and exclusivity that Blackjack Salon
Privé provides – enjoy a higher-limit game of Blackjack at a
completely private table, surrounded by an elite environment!



LIVE

Blackjack Salon Privé offers the complete VIP package with
several dedicated advantages: the opportunity to request a
shoe change at any given time; play in complete privacy as
other players cannot take part into the game or even watch;
take all seven seats; play completely at your own pace with no
betting times; extra care and attention from our support team, if
required.Blackjack Salon Privé is an exclusive gaming
environment offering high maximum bets for high-rolling
players and offers a private Blackjack table.
Aimed for high-rolling players in
all markets
Opportunity to play in private with
no other players being able to
watch
Opportunity to request a change
of shoe
Insurance bet

LIVE

Luxurious and elegant environment
for an elite player experience
Opportunity to take all seven seats
Highly trained VIP specialist
dealers
The ability to request a dealer
change
03

Available in:

Unlimited Blackjack
The exclusive feature of Unlimited Blackjack is the possibility
to let an unlimited number of players play at the same game
simultaneously against the dealer. 



LIVE

To increase the excitement of the game play, Auto-Split
functionality on certain pairs of player cards is built into the
game rules, allowing for a more unique playing experience. In
the case of Auto-Split, player will have the option to continue
playing with 1 or 2 hands.


Besides the classic Blackjack gameplay, Unlimited Blackjack
also includes the very popular side bets Perfect Pairs and 21+3.
And to offer our players even a greater betting option variety,
we have introduced 2 brand-new side bets: Perfect 11 and
Ten-20. Enjoy the ultimate game of Unlimited Blackjack!
24/7 availability


Unlimited number of players


Available on all devices


Exciting playing experience


Auto-Split function for more 

unique game play

Includes a large variety of side
bets
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Available in:

BLACKJACK WITH SURRENDER
To take Blackjack game play to the next level, Ezugi has
introduced Blackjack with Surrender.


As the name already suggests, this table offers the exciting and
unique "Surrender" option - in case the first card of the dealer is
an Ace, player can select to Surrender, and then half of the bet
value will be returned to player’s balance.



LIVE

A unique online gaming experience with very exciting options!
24/7 availability


Popular in all markets


Available on all devices


Exciting playing experience


Surrender option

Includes exciting “Perfect pair”
and “21+3” side bets

05

Available in:

Casino Hold’em
LIVE

Casino Hold’em is the most popular poker game variation of
the Texas Hold’em Poker. The game is played against 

the house.



LIVE

The aim of Casino Hold’em is to beat the dealer’s hand by
getting the best possible five-card hand, made out of two cards
dealt to the player and the five community cards. 


To add to the excitement of the game, players can also place a
Bonus bet or Casino Razz Bonus, which come with great
payouts!
24/7 availability


Streamed HD quality


Easy to play with possible
winning hand displayed on the
screen

Bonus bet and Casino Razz Bonus
bet for greater entertainment

World-class game for all markets

LIVE

Available on all devices
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Available in:

Andar Bahar
Andar Bahar is very simple, yet a very popular card game,
originated from India and has since spread through many
markets.



LIVE

The objective of the game is to predict whether the Joker will
be dealt to the Andar or Bahar side.


Andar Bahar offers an amazing opportunity to win up to 120
times your stake amount!


This game provides live betting statistics and a large variety of
side bets to choose from.
24/7 availability


Live betting statistics available 


Available on all devices


Asian market favorite game


Easy game play


Attractive payouts
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Available in:

Teen patti
Teen Patti is a card game originating from the Indian
subcontinent and is popular throughout South Asia. With
similarities to the three-card Poker, this game is easy to
master and exciting to play.



LIVE
The objective of the game is to get a stronger hand than the
dealer. Hand strength follow the basic rules of Poker.

24/7 availability


Indian market favorite game


Available on all devices


Includes exciting side bets


Popular variant of the Three-Card
Poker


08

Available in:

BET ON TEEN PATTI
Bet on Teen Patti is another thrilling format of the traditional
Teen Patti and is often referred to as “20-20 Teen Patti”. 



The main difference from the standard game play, is that the

LIVE

player doesn’t play against the dealer, but has to predict
whether Player A or Player B will get the strongest hand.



Easy yet exciting game play, Bet on Teen Patti is streamed from
our flagship studio.

24/7 availability


Indian market favorite game


Available on all devices


Includes exciting side bets


Exciting variant of the Three-Card
Poker


09

Available in:

One Day Teen Patti Classic
One Day Teen Patti Classic will let your players experience
the highs and lows!


Similarly, to the standard Teen Patti 3 Card game, players get to
choose between Player A and Player B, but this game packs a
punch! We have introduced the back & lay functionality made
famous in betting exchanges.



LIVE

One Day Teen Patti Classic offers a unique and entertaining
twist – players can trade their position and liability on the game
using back & lay along with our intuitive betting slip. Players
have the exciting opportunity to trade their way to a winning
position no matter what the outcome is.

Live-Casino meets in-play sports exchange betting!
24/7 availability


Unique back & lay exchange
betting model

Available on all devices


Indian market favorite game


Exciting variant of the Three-Card
Poker


Includes exciting side bets


10

Available in:

BACCARAT
LIVE

Baccarat is one of the oldest games in casinos worldwide. It is
especially popular among high rollers and Asian gamblers.
The game is easy to master and compelling to play.



LIVE

Our Baccarat game includes live betting statistics and
informative bead roads, as well as a variety of betting options.

We offer various Baccarat variants - standard Baccarat, No
Commission Baccarat, Baccarat Knock Out, Baccarat Super 6,
Speed Cricket Baccarat.



LIVE

LIVE

LIVE

If you are looking for some additional entertainment, look no
further – we offer Baccarat tables streamed from our LatAm
Studios – exciting game play, Latino beats and Cirque de Soleil
performances.

And to get the feeling for an authentic land-casino feeling, we
provide Baccarat OTT.
24/7 availability


Great choice of game variants


Available on all devices


English and Spanish speaking
dealers


Live betting statistics available


LIVE
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Available in:

Dragon Tiger
Dragon Tiger is a two-card version of Baccarat and is about
as simple as gambling gets. The game is fast-paced,
captivating and easy to master.



LIVE

The aim of the game is to bet on whether Dragon or Tiger will
be dealt the highest card, or if they will tie.

Ezugi Dragon Tiger includes a live betting statistics and an
attractive bead road, to assist players looking to predict the
outcome of future rounds.
24/7 availability


Live betting statistics available 


Available on all devices


Asian market favorite game


Easy and quick game play


Attractive payouts
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Available in:

CRICKET WAR
Cricket War is a simple and fast-paced two-card game, based
on the hugely popular Dragon Tiger concept. Although the
rules of the game are simple the player experience is great!



LIVE

In Cricket War only two cards are dealt – one for the Bowler
and one for the Batsman. The player has to guess which one
will receive the highest card or whether they will tie and place a
bet accordingly. The round ends in a Suited Tie if the Bowler
and the Batsman both receive a card of equal suit and rank.


What makes this game stand out and provide a unique
atmosphere is the tastefully created environment. Cricket War
will be a true favorite with all the sports fans, as the studio is set
in a cricket themed studio and features a specifically designed
cricket stadium table felt. The feeling of sport and thrill will be
enhanced by the sports arena surroundings that will provide the
ultimate experience of gaming and cricket.
24/7 availability

Live betting statistics available

Available on all devices

Asian market favorite game

Stunning cricket themed
environment

Attractive payouts
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Available in:

LUCKY 7
Lucky 7 is another popular Indian game – a fast paced, simple
and exiting Hi-Lo game streamed from our opulent themed
studio. 



LIVE

Players will love the simplicity and action the main game and
two side game bets provides. Played with 8 decks, each game
round uses only one card, each player will need to decide if the
card will be 7 UP, 7 DOWN or Lucky 7!

24/7 availability


Indian market popular game


Available on all devices


Includes exciting side bets


Fast –paced game play
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Available in:

32 Cards
32 Cards is an exciting, fast-paced, nerve tingling card game
from Ezugi with its roots embedded in the Indian subcontinent market.



LIVE

32 Cards is played with a deck of 32 cards containing
numerical values from 6 to 13. The objective of the game is to
predict which Player will win, by having the highest cards total.
24/7 availability


Easy game play


Available on all devices


Indian market popular game


Live betting statistics available
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Available in:

Sic Bo
SicBo is an exciting game of chance played with three regular
dice with face value 1 to 6. The objective of SicBo is to predict
the outcome of the shake of the three dice. 



LIVE

Our game offers superb user interface, with roadmap statistics
and user-friendly betting grid.

Although game concept is simple, the large variety of side bets
is what makes this game a true favourite for many players!
24/7 availability


Superb user interface


Available on all devices


Traditional Chinese game


Live betting statistics


Immersive game play


16

Available in:

Ultimate Sic Bo
Ultimate Sic Bo takes the regular Sic Bo gameplay to the next
level of excitement by adding new and thrilling game feature
– randomly applied multipliers, that can maximise players
winnings up to 1000x!



LIVE

Although the gameplay is simple, the variety of the betting
options provide a huge amount of player options and
engagement! Game is streamed from Ezugi’s state-of-the-art
studio and let’s players indulge into a luxurious boutique
experience.
24/7 availability
Exciting multipliers to maximize
winnings
A classic game of chance, popular
in all markets

An extensive variety of betting
options
State-of-the-art studio with
engaging game presenters
Superb user interface
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Available in:

BET ON NUMBERS

RETAIL

Bet on Numbers is an exciting lottery-style game featuring a
large variety of betting options.


Forty-nine balls get randomly mixed by the ball machine, and
six balls get drawn one at a time displaying winning numbers.

It is possible to submit multiple bets from the 36 available
betting options, within a single draw and to save favorite bets
for ease of use.



LIVE

These features create an exciting and thrilling game; more
enjoyable than ever before. Game is available both for desktop
and mobile.
Multiple bet option


Favourite bets


Compatible with Betting Shops


Attractive payouts for players


Live draw every 3 minutes
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Available in:

Golden balls

RETAIL

Golden Balls is another lottery-style game blockbuster! 


This game is packed with surprise wins, 10 x multipliers and
Cashbacks. Even if players number is not drawn, the player can
still win if Golden Balls are drawn. And the game offers
Cashbacks even on losing bets!



LIVE

Exciting and vibrant on-screen display when 3 Golden Balls are
drawn, to create the complete winning experience and
excitement.
Exciting Golden Ball Bonus


Cashbacks on losing bets


Compatible with Betting Shops


Large multipliers


Live draw every 3 minutes


19

Available in:

